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Introduction
A very obvious general question concerning the modelling of any familiar mathe-
matical notion cfJ, with associated relevant maps, in some topos E, is how properties
of the 'usual' category determined by e:p relate to the properties of the corresponding
category of cfJ-objects in E. This paper is an illustration of what can happen in this
context with regard to injectivity in the categories concerned.
Blass [4,6] showed, for a certain topos B, that the category of abelian groups in
B has no non-zero injectives although the 'usual' category of abelian groups enjoys
the familiar property of having enough injectives, meaning that any of its objects
can be embedded into an injective one. We refer to this occurrence as a breakdown
of injectivity (in B).
In the following, we exhibit further such breakdowns, using the same topos as
Blass [4] and appropriate variants of his method of proof. The notions we deal with
are: modules over any ring, Boolean algebras, and distributive lattices. Regarding
the latter two, it might be recalled that, in the usual setting, the injective Boolean
algebras are exactly the complete ones [12, p. 112] and the injective distributive lat-
tices the complete Boolean algebras [3]. The existence of enough injectives then
follows fairly easily in either case.
By way of contrast, we also discuss three notions for which the existence of
enough injectives is retained when they are modelled in the topos considered here,
thus showing that the breakdown of injectivity in the earlier situations is by no
means a general feature of that topos. The three concepts of this second type are
partially ordered sets, semilattices, and normed linear spaces, the maps being,
respectively, the order preserving maps, the homomorphisms, and the linear con-
tractions; here, injectivity is understood with respect to embeddings (rather than
mere monomorphisms) in the first and third case. We note that, in the usual situa-
tion, the injectives are, respectively, the complete partially ordered sets [2], the
locales, i.e. the complete partially ordered sets in which the distribution law
X/\ V xa '= V (xvxJ holds for binary meets (1\) and arbitrary joins (V) [7], and the
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Banach spaces of continuous functions on extremely disconnected compact
Hausdorff spaces [8].
It should be pointed out that our reference to the 'usual' setting cannot be replac-
ed by just saying "in set theory" because the tapas considered here is in fact the
topos of sets and maps of a certain set theory [5]; 'usual' means, more specifically,
G6del-Bernays set theory with the Axiom of Choice.
1. Modules, Boolean algebras, and distributive lattices
The topos B may be described as follows: For an uncountable index set I, let G
be the additive group of all integer-valued functions on I, and for any subset E ~ I
take Z(E) to be the subgroup of all s e G for which sci) = 0 for all i e E. Then, call
a subgroup H of G exorbitant iff Z(E) ~ H for some finite E (;; I, and large iff
Z(E) ~ H for countable E ~ I. With this, the objects of B are those H-sets A (Le.
sets together with an action by the elements of H as permutations), for some exorbi-
tant subgroup H of G, such that the fix groups Fix(a) = {slseH, sa= a} is exorbi-
tant for each aeA, and Ker(A)=nFix(a)(aeA) is large. H will be called the
operator group GA of A. Further, for any such A and B, a map h: A ~B acts
on the underlying sets of A and B such that its equivariance group Eqv(h) =
{SlsEGAnGB , h(sa)=sh(a) for all aeA} is exorbitant.
If the requirement that Ker(A) be large is dropped, the resulting larger category
is the Fraenkel-Mostowski topos [5] determined by the filter of exorbitant
subgroups of G, and it is clear that the A with large Ker(A) then form a subtopos
of this. In any event, B is a Boolean tapas with natural numbers object [10, p. 165].
For any ring R with unit (in the usual sense), an R-module in B is a model in B
of the axioms for R-modules, Le. an object in B together with maps in B providing
the structure of an abelian group together with maps x...-. ax in B for each a e R
so that the familiar module laws hold. Note that the equivariance groups for the
maps x...-. ax are allowed to vary with a E R if one views modules in the sense of
universal algebra. On the other hand, one may consider R as a ring in B with trivial
G-action and then require the scalar multiplication to be a biadditive map R X A -+A
in B. The following arguments also apply to this more restrictive notion of R-
module in B.
Now let A be an injective R-module in B, E (;; I countable such that Z(E) ~
Ker(A), and Ct;;;,E a countable subset of I for which C-E is infinite. Then, take
a new element *$ C and let F be the free R-module with basis C U {*} together with
G-action defined by letting s *= * and sc=c+s(c)* for each SE G and CE C, where
m""'" iii is the unique ring homomorphism Z - R. Clearly, the s E G act as
automorphisms of F, Fix(*) = G and Fix(c):2 Z({c}), so that Fix(x) is exorbitant for
each xEF, and Z(C) ~ Ker(F). Hence F is an R-module in B, and since s(ax) = a(sx)
for all SE G, aER, and xEF one actually has an R-module in the stronger sense ex-
plained above.
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For any z EA, the usual module homomorphism R *-+ A mapping * to Z is a map
in B, and since R* is a submodule of Fin B, there exists a module homomorphism
h:F-+A in B such that h(*)==z. Then, let Kr;.I be a finite set such that
Z(K) r;. Eqv(h), and take c e C - (EUK) and S E G such that s(c) =I and s(i) = 0 for
all other ieI; with this, sEEqv(h)IlKer(A), and hence one has
h(c)+z=h(c+ *)=h(sc)=sh(c)=h(c),
showing z= 0, which proves
Proposition 1.1. FQr any ring R with unit, the category of R-modules in B has no
non-trivial injectives. 0
Remark 1.2. This breakdown is especially striking, say, for division rings R since
the usual category of R-modules then has the property that all its objects are injec-
tive. The same applies to abelian groups satisfying the identify px==x for a given
prime p.
The submodule R* of F in the above discussion is a retract in B of any finitely
generated extension Fo;2 R* in F: we may assume Fo to be generated by *,
Cl, .•• , cn , and then the linear map taking all these elements to * is indeed a map in
B since its equivariance group contains Z({cll ... , cn})'
This means that F is a pure extension of R*, Le. any system of linear equations
Laikxk=bi* (i=I, ... ,m)
k
with solutions in F also has a solution in R*. Now, every R-module in the usual sense
has a pure embedding into a pure-injective R-module, Le. one which is injective
relative to pure extensions [13], but here the above argument shows
Corollary 1.3. For any R with unit, the category of R-modules in B has no non-
trivial pure-injectives. D
Remark 1.4. In the usual setting, the pure-injective R-modules are exactly the equa-
tionally compact ones [13], and in particular any finite R-module is of this type. Of
course, R may happen not to have any nontrivial finite R-modules, but in general
this shows that, in B, equational compactness is decidedly different from pure-
injectivity.
Another aspect of the proof of Proposition 1.1 involves the notion of injective
effacements. Recall that, for any module A, an injective effacement of A is a
monomorphism h: A -+ B such that, for any homomorphism f: C~A and any
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monomorphism j : C --t D, there exists a homomorphism g : D --t B such that gj :::: hf:
jC ---=--~) D
A--~)B
h
At times, injective effacements, even though not necessarily injective, work as well
as injective extensions. Here we have, by the proof of Proposition 1.1,
Corollary 1.5. For any ring R with unit, no non-zero R-module in B has an injective
effacement. 0
Remark 1.6. If R is a ring given in B, then the above arguments still hold, an R-
module now understood to be an abelian A in B together with a biadditive map
R xA --t A in B. In this case, one still obtains the crucial calculation (*) provided F
is defined to suit the slightly changed situation: the operator group of F is now GR ,
and it acts simultaneously on C U {*} as before and on the coefficients, and c 1$ C
should be chosen so that it also lies outside some finite set J ~ I such that
Z(J) ~ GR' This ensures for the above s that SE GRnEqv(h)nKer(A); as a result,
the same conclusions as in Proposition 1.1 and Corollaries 1.3 and 1.5 hold for the
category of modules in B over any ring in B.
We now turn to Boolean algebras. Since the number of operations involved is
finite, a Boolean algebra in B is, up to isomorphism, an ordinary Boolean algebra
together with an action, by some exorbitant subgroup H of G, as automorphisms
such that some large subgroup of G contained in H acts trivially. Again, if A is any
injective Boolean algebra in B, and E ~ I countable such that Z(E) ~ Ker(A), take
C ~ I and * as above, and let F now be the free Boolean algebra with basis C U{*}
together with the G-action given by letting s *=* and sc =c+ s(c)*, where + is the
usual addition in a Boolean algebra (x+y=(xl\-y)V«-x)l\y» and m~m the
homomorphism into the two-element field. F is clearly a Boolean algebra in B;
moreover, 0, *, -*,1 is a subalgebra of F, and for any xEA there is a homomor-
phism of this into A, mapping * to x. Thus, if h: F --t A is a homomorphism exten-
ding this, one can argue as before and obtain the same equations (*) which again
imply x= 0, the zero of a Boolean algebra being indeed the zero of its addition.
Hence,
Proposition 1.7. The category of Boolean algebras in B has no non-trivial in-
jectives. 0
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For distributive lattices, the question of injectives reduces to the case of Boolean
algebras, somewhat along the same lines as in the usual case [3]. If L is any dis-
tributive lattice in B, then its operator group GL permutes the set IIL of prime
filters P(/\ S E P implies S (J P *- 0 for any finite subset S of L) so that sa e sP iff a e P
for any aEL and PeflL. Now, the field 5.8 of subsets of flL generated by the sets
IIa= {P Ia E P E IIL}, with GL ~action induced by the permutations of L determined
by GL> is then a distributive lattke in B, and L is embedded into this by the lattice
homomorphism a - fla in B. Hence, for injective L, this embedding has a left in-
verse, showing that L has a zero and a unit and is complemented; the uniqueness
of complements in distributive lattices then implies that L is tpe underlying lattice
of a Boolean algebra in B. This proves
Proposition 1.8. The category of distributive lattices in B has no non-trivial in-
jectives. 0
2. Partially ordered sets, semilattices, and normed linear spaces
We now consider the cases which demonstrate that modelling in B may actually
preserve the existence of enough injectives. Note that, in the following, injectivity
is understood relative to embeddings rather than just monomorphisms where this
makes a difference.
Proposition 2.1. The category ofpartially ordered sets in B has enough injectives.
Proof. It is natural to call a partially ordered set C in B complete iff any subset of
C which is a subobject (i.e. stable under some exorbitant subgroup of G contained
in Gd has a join. We show that such C are injective. Given an order preserving
map!: A --+ C, where A is a partially ordered subset of a partially ordered set B in
B, the set {!(a) IaeA,a::::;b} is stable under Eqv(f)(JFix(b) for each bEB, and
hence we can define h(b)=V !(a)(aEA,a::::;b). Clearly, h preserves order and ex-
tends f; also, for any sEEqv(f),
sh(b) = V sf(a) = V f(sa) = V fCc) = h(sb)
b~aEA b~aEA Sb~CEA
and hence Eqv(f) = Eqv(h). This shows h is a map in B, and hence C is injective.
Now, for any partially ordered set A, let m- be the collection of all down-sets in
A (a::::;c,cEXimplies aEX) which are subobjects of A, partially ordered by inclu-
sion and acted upon by GAin the obvious way. Then, for any subset of 2[ stable
under some exorbitant subgroup H of GA' the intersection is again stable under H
and thus belongs to m-; hence ~( is a complete partially ordered set in B. Moreover,
the map a- ta= {x!xEA,x::::;a} is clearly an embedding of A into ~ in B. This
proves the claim. 0
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Remark 2.2. If we take the part of 2! consisting of all those X E 2! which are intersec-
tions of sets !a, aEA, we have the counterpart in B of the usual Dedekind-
MacNeilIe completion of A which is also, as in the usual situation, the injective hull
of A [2]. This contrasts sharply with the facts concerning Boolean algebras: the
Dedekind-MacNeille completion of a Boolean algebra in B is again a Boolean
algebra, and thus every Boolean algebra in B has a completion, just as in the usual
case; however, quite unlike the situation in the latter, and unlike what holds for par-
tially ordered sets throughout, this does not provide an injective extension. There
is a counterpart to this for abelian groups: every abelian group in B, as for the usual
abelian groups, can be embedded into a divisible group in B but this does not give
an injective extension whereas in the usual case it does. An interesting study of
divisibility versus injectivity of abelian groups in relation to the Axiom of Choice
is contained in [6]. A natural question to raise, in the light of this, is whether (in
Zermelo-Fraenkel set theory, say) the injectivity of complete Boolean algebras is
equivalent to the Axiom of Choice.
Somewhat related to partially ordered sets are semilattices, Le. commutative
idempotent semigroups. For any semilattice A in B, let 2! be the semilattice of all
ideals of A which are subobjects of A, with intersection as the operation, and with
the obvious GA-action. Clearly, 2! is a semilattice in B, and the map x--Ax=
{ax Ia EA} is an embedding A ~ 2! in B. We show that 2! is an inj ective semilattice
in B: Let f: B ----t 2! be any homomorphism in B where B is a subsemilattice of a
semilattice C in B. Then h(x) = V j(b)(b EB, b5,x) belongs to 2! for each x E C since
sh(x) =h(sx) for all sEEqv(f); also
h(x) n h(y) = V j(b) n V j(c) = V j(b) nj(c) = V j(bc)
x~b eB y,,=ceB X'2b X'2b
y~c y'2C
V j(d) =h(xy)
xY'2deB
for any x, Y E C, and hence h is a homomorphism C ----t 2! in B, clearly extending f
This proves
Proposition 2.3. The category oj semilattices in B has enough injectives. D
Remark 2.4. The same holds for the slightly different category of commutative idem-
potent monoids, Le. semilattices with unit, in B. By way of contrast, we note that
another category of commutative monoids in B has no non-trivial injectives, namely
the category of commutative cancellation monoids: ifA is injective in this, then each
element of A is invertible by the familiar construction of the full groups of quotients
of A, and from the uniqueness of inverses in monoids it then follows that A is the
underlying monoid of an injective abelian group and therefore trivial. Of course,
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h the usual situation there are enough injective commutative cancellation monoids -
given by embedding the full group of quotients into a divisible group.
We observe that any semilattices A in B actually has an injective hull, the sub-
semilattice of the above considered ~ consisting of all so-called D-ideals of A [7].
Finally, we turn to normed linear spaces in B over the scalar field K, which is
either the real or the complex number field, with trivial O-action. In detail, these
are, up to isomorphism, the vector spaces over K in B, normed in the usual sense,
such that the action of the operator group is norm-preserving. More precisely, this
is what the notion of normed linear space in the topos B, following the definition
given by Mulvey [11], happens to amount to [1].
To begin with, we need a preliminary discussion describing some injective normed
linear spaces in B. For any X E B, let BX be the normed linear space of all bounded
K-valued functions on X in B (I.e. each U E BX is constant on the cosets modulo
some exorbitant subgroup of 0 contained in Ox) with pointwise operations, sup-
norm, and Ox-action given by (su)(x) = u(sx). Then u-- su is a norm-preserving
linear automorphism of BX, Fix(u) is just the equivariance group of u : X ---? K, and
su = u for all u E BX whenever s E Ker(X); this shows BX is a normed linear space
in B.
Our interest in these BX lies in the following:
Lemma 2.5. BX is an injective normed linear space in B.
Proof. Let Y be any of the orbits of X under action of H= Ox, and take C*Y to
be the normed linear space of all bounded K-valued functions on Y with operations
and norm as in BY. Note that, as H-set, Y:H/K for the subgroup Kr;;.H which
leaves the elements of Y fixed. Now, the map C*(HIK)---? C*Hinduced by the quo-
tient map H ---? HIK of H-sets has a left inverse: Let It be a (right) invariant mean
for K, i.e. a linear functional on C*K such that,u(su)=It(u), 1t(1)=1, and,u(u)~O
for the real-valued u ~ 0 [9], and for any u E c*H take a E C*(HIK) defined as
a(t+K) =It(u(t+· » (tEH). Then lu(t+K)1 ~ ~ u(t +. ) ~ ~ II u II shows that ~u~ ~ II u '"
and since su(t+ K) =It(su(t+ . » =It(u(s+ t + .»= u(s+ t+K) =(sU)(t+K) the cor-
respondence u -- a is an H-set map; in all one thus has a map in HNorm, the
category of normed linear spaces with H-action by automorphisms. Evidently, the
map C*(H/K)~ c*H is also of this kind, and by the properties of It it is clear that
u -- u is a left inverse for it. Now, C*H is known to be injective in HNorm [1],
and hence the same holds for C*(HIK) , being a retract in HNorm of C*H. It
follows that C*X, which is isomorphic in HNorm to the product of the different
C*Y, is injective in HNorm; moreover, by [1, Lemma 2], restriction of the
operators to any subgroup of H preserves injectivity.
Now, BX is the subspace of C*X of those u E C*X whose equivariance group
(= Fix(u)) is exorbitant. Hence, in the following diagram, with normed linear spaces
8A and Bin B,
fA-----+>B
gj / j'
BX > C*X
B. Banaschewski
where i is the inclusion map and f an embedding, one obtains h as a map in SNorm
for the intersection S of all operator and equivariance groups involved. Finally,
since Fix(h(b»:2 Eqv(h) r1Fix(b), each h(b) has exorbitant fix group, and therefore
h factors as indicated. This proves BX is injective. 0
Remark 2.6. In [I} it is shown that there are enough injective normed linear spaces
in the Fraenkel-Mostowski topos E(9C) given by any normal filter of subgroups of
a group. Here, B is a subtopos of such an Em), but the injectives described in [I}
are not suitable for obtaining injective normed linear spaces in B, and the present
construction of such spaces is entirely different from that in [1}.
With the aid of this lemma we now readily obtain
Proposition 2.7. The category of normed linear spaces in B has enough injectives.
Proof. For any normed linear space A in B, let X be the set of all linear contractions
~ :A ~K in B with GA -action (se)(a) = ~(sa) (so that X e B) and consider the usual
linear contraction from A into C*X by a-- ii, ii(~) = ~(a). Since sa (0 = ~(sa)=
(s~)(a) = ii(se) =sa(~) for all s eGA' the map a --- ii belongs to B, and because
sii=ii for seFix(a), one has aeBXfor all aeA; hence this defines a map A ->BX
of normed linear spaces in B. Finally, as a special case of Lemma 2.5, K is injective
as a normed linear space in B (i.e. the Hahn-Banach Theorem holds in B), and as
usual this shows Iliill = Iiall, i.e. a-a embeds A into the injective BX. 0
Remark 2.8. It seems astounding that, for vector spaces over K, there is a
breakdown of injectivity in B whereas for normed linear spaces over K the existence
of enough injectives is retained in B. Indeed, the work on this paper started with
attempts to prove the counterpart of Proposition 1.1 for normed linear spaces; it
was only the recognition that free normed linear spaces, because their norm is the
ii-norm, differ very much in this context from free modules which turned the
search in the opposite direction.
Remark 2.9. As already observed in the proof of Proposition 2.7, the Hahn-Banach
Theorem holds in B. On the other hand, the Boolean Ultrafilter Theorem fails in
B by Proposition 1.7: the two-element Boolean algebra in B is not injective. Since
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the Boolean Ultrafilter Theorem implies the Hahn-Banach Theorem, this provides
another proof that the latter is strictly weaker than the former.
3. Questions
We conclude with a number of questions which the different results presented
here obviously pose.
(1) What formal properties of injectivity in the six different categories considered
here are responsible for the different effect of the passage from the usual setting to
the Blass topos?
(2) Are there topoi in which the breakdowns of injectivity follow a different pat-
tern from the one observed here?
(3) Are there notions for which the existence of enough injectives is absolute, i.e.
transfers to any topos with natural numbers object?
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